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Changes in Taxlaws
greatly affect students
by Ong tassel
sTe. •••
Some students might be-W
for a disconcerting surprise
this year Itihen they open their
mail from the . Internal
-Revenue Service. '
 
 The tweeposig_taa__ __law__
changes estabtished by the Tax
Reform Act of I9116 will not
only require mote dependent
students - those who-receive
suppon from ot her_pco& and 
Can be claimed on others'
MUMS — to file with: the
goscrnment. but also require
sine students to pas more
-- ,---- Under the new law, the level
--at which dependents are re-
quired to fik returns has been
reduced alote than 50 percent.
while the minimum require-
ment -for non-dependents —
those people independent of
support from others --- have '
been increased
- lkpendents also are no
longer permitted to claim their
own exemption on both their
returns and their parents
Another mayor change in
the tax requirements places a
1 limitation on the tax exemptstatus of scholarships andfellowships Prior to the law
all money from scholarships
and fellowships was immune
from taxation.
-These Changes mean a lot
more y ming people and
-
students will be filing tax
forms this year, " Nancy.
Dutton. an IRS taxpayer
_educ_ation coordinatoaid_
SPECIAL
ISSUE
The deadline to file with the
IRS is April I'
Prior tb the reform acr.on-
ly those dependents whose in-
come from wages alone or
wages and interest combined
was S1,080 or more were re
gutted to file a return. Now
however, those dependents
making oser 52,540 in wages
alone or S500 from wages and
interest together, will be re-
quired to report their income.
The story for those people
who do not fall under the
dependent Category: single
people. "atria couples,
widows/widowers, is a little
different
Starting this year'. Dutton
said, the minimum for the
 Mims usdepenskiii categories-
• tn file a return will increase
over the Ilat few years.
Ust year. for example, a
return was required if wages
and interest income earned by
a unmarried independent ex-
ceeded 53,560.
This year, the amount has
been increased to 54.440 which
would then increase to 54,950
for fiscal year 1910.
In another move that affects
dependents, the new law
eliminates the previous provi-
sion allowing dependents to
claim themselses as exemp-
tions on their tax form and
that of their parents. •
Dutton said personal ex-
emptions reduce the amount
(gtee STUDEN IS page 7)
Justice Department
•to close PLO office
ASHINGTON(Alo)-1- The Justice
tX-partment will close the Palestine
Liberation Organization's office in New
York despite resets at ions from some
State Department officials, con-
gressioanl and other sources said
Wednesday
Attorney Cieneral Edwin Meese Ill
has concluded that legislation adopted
bs Congress last December to close the
mission was binding esen though its
status under international law is unclear,
the sour..es said.
Meese is aosirin Spain and had plann-
ed to announce the decision early next
week, but sources said Justice 
Depart.mem lawyers already hase notified
,several members of Congress of the
decision.
Rep. Dan Mica, R-Fla., said he call-
ed Meese last Friday to check on reports
the closing would be delayed at the
behest of the State Department ••He
assured me there would be no Attempt
to delay the closing of the PLO."
co-author of the measure in the
House with Rep. Jack Kemp. R-N.Y.,
added: "As far as I am concerned_the
matter is closed. The attorney general
will obey the law."
But Patrick Korten, a spokesperson
for Meese, said the attornev general in
-the conversation left the door open for
-
-consideration of legal challenges/o.the
korten said that unless. a
challenge bs the United Nations was
found to have salidny within L S. laws.
-we -would proceed with a shut-
down."
Abraham D. Sofacr, the legal ads iser
at the State Department, had raised
questions about the legislation under in
ternational law, although -he-supported
the decision last year to close the PLO's
information office in Washington
Sofacr, a former New York federal
judge. said his concerns were that the
ljruted States had a legal obligation to
provide offices for tas-....‘r-missrous to
the United Nations "if we could !Ott,- a
way that's consistent with Congress's in-
tentions
The P1.0 has obserser nautili the
United Nations, raising questions about
whether it was entitled to various
prisileges including office space.
Sofacr said he was not aware that
Meese had taken a final decision
Kemp said he was "shocked that the.
legal adviser at the State Department
disagrees with over 400 lawmakers in
Congress on he law of the land."
The House, by a 365-49 %kite. and the
Senate, by an overwhelming soice sole.
called for the closing of both PLO of-
ft,..c. last December.
In a statement. Kemp, a presidential
contender, said -this is truTY-ada) of
victory in Americas fight to help. put an
end 10 leff0f1s1 organizations and ICI-
rorw perpetrators. -
Sexist language
distracts, demeans
by lards Isowle
Sa Ne 
o
The use of sexist language, both in the classroom and the textbook.,
often will distract female students and inhibit the learning process.
That was a common sentiment expressed by students at the Presi-dent's Task Force on the Status of Women Wednesday.
The meetings of the task force's tidal week focus on the issue of
climate at the University Of Maine, such as the use of sexist language,images and other symbolic acts, child care, family issues, and cam-pus organizations.
Essentially, all of the discussion during the hour and a half meetingfocused on the WC of sexist language at the university and possible
--ifrays TCS eliminate it.
Although the university has an official policy that non-sexist
language should be used in all publications and in the classroom,
several students and faculty said that they felt it was not being
. adhered_ to. 
_
One student pointed. out the symbolic message conveyed by the
title of The Center for the Study of Early Man, and how it promotes
a sexist attitude by the university.
"That sign is one of the first things you see when you drive on
campus," she said.
Other women said that when they brought the use of sexist
language to the attention of male faculty or administrators their con-
cerns were frequently trivialized.
"(Sexist language) is not just a woman's issue; a real effort needs
to be made to make male faculty aware of the issue," said
Stephanie Seguin°. a graduate student in economics.
Sexist language in college texts, the repeated use of "man" or "he"
when actually referring to both sexes often influences women to stew
academic or technical areas as exclusively male.
Several ideas were raised as possible methods to eliminate the use
of sexist language at l'Maine.
John Alexander. chair of the department of civil engineering and
(see SEXIST page 2)
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Students
((PS) - Whitt anti-drinking rules
cost Marquette University cheerleaders
-their jobs during the hOlidas break and
could land two North Carolina State
students in jail, a California State
University (CSI) at Dominiquer Hills
professor concluded campus attitudes
still- encourage students to drink.
Students, added CSU's Dr. David
Nasatir in reporting the results of the
University of California at Berkeley:
study he helped direct, seem to be drink-
ing as much as they always have, despite
intense campus efforts to the contrars
•
Most schools around the U.S have
cranked up "alcohol awareness"
policies since 1985. when federal laws
forced states to raise their legal drink-
ing ages from 413 to 21.
Tiffet-lialeTt) iniunusx-.Denis had
to derlionst rate to insurance companies
the) were keeping their undcraged
students from drinking liquor.
Bk&studs suggested there
has been no profound increase • or
-decrease -in student drinking since the
nev, policies began
drking
The reason is that Many schools.
Nasatu said, ."are las in observing viola
tons of the drinking minimum age "
Alcohol, moreover; is often in integral
pan of social and 'athletic events, and
the "awareness' programs, by not
recognizing alcohol's role, are rendered
iRffecfis-07-
Nasattr's research. pan of an (info
ing study of campus alcohol use. noted
fraternities have helped keep general u-
dent drinking rates high. "Young men
living in fraternities seem to drink more
often and trigger quantities than any
other group of similar young men in
dormitories, or with roommates. .
"It's not "(kat w het her that's because
fraternities recun drinkers or manufac-
ture drinkers," Nasatir continued
"But that 'seems to be a phenomenon
rharitoidt-tniss-Oti-MF campuses with
fraternities."
A solution; he suggested; Might be to
cracIT'down on people and groups v.tio
serve liquor to students. "This has a
chilling effect on individual willingness
I-to serve als.-ohol.••
At Marquette. however, a group of
as much as ever
cheerleaders win in DeCeflINT unread-of
tolerating a crackdown.
• Eleven cheerleaders 'quit the
Milwaukee college's squad after 'school'
officials t upended two cheerleaders for
swiping some leftover bottles of :ham-.
pjc Iowa' al pmate porll • 
• •
"They said they could no. longer
cheer" with two inembers-suspenckd for
something they all took ;tart in, of knee
about. said Mark McCarthy, Mar- ,
gun t e '.! associate. dean of students
But administrators, heeding prott*s,
agreed to halt the searches, at least for
thelast game of the season l:W of-
ficials sas they %sal develop a revised'
search policy for nest season.
• • The students built a large cardboard
replica of a license. They would then
take photos of customers standing in
front of the replica. and process the
resultant artwork as a fake license
• r
The students, each charged with two
--Zignits -Of - Coll/neTfertula and letting
driver's hs-enses. could serve three years
in prison if found guilts
The University of Washington,
hoarser, may have been oserrealOtis 111
attempts to control drinking. The
sch061, facing .a 'lawsuit from the.,
American itsernes Union and
several UW law students, agreed not io
search fans attending football games for
however. the -Voat corn pa ii) that
sponsored the parts complaincsr to the
school
At the same
police; %":harged
State students
driser's Waists
time Raleigh. N C-
two Aliorth Carolina -
with !;ounterfeiting
and selling them to
classmates to use them to buy alcohol.
BLOOM COUNTY
Doonesbury
CUMIN MIMI
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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•
At the beginning of the 1917 season_
viTerri seaZ-e—pped up effort
to combat alcohol use during 
foothillsenses.
Former cheerleader lkim Heller. one--
of those:suspended. said cheertesatti--
often took leftover champagne from •
parties they hed.worked AM a bOftesses
- to save f04 a celebration after the first
.basket ball game of the season
*Sexist
 troothoued fres page I)
nienitser of the task Iorse. suggested
that a specific.categoes regarding the use
sexist language he added to the student
course aluat ions
l)rin of the ( °liege of Idusation
Robert Cobb suggested that theNas to
effectively influence the facults'i
perception of sesor language is tevetliv Of
pirating a polacy 1040 an already OUS111111
evaluation process.
"Faculty feel more comfortable and
at home in being made aware of the
sexist-language issue within the aheady
esiabhslied institutional framciork. "
he said.
l'obb proposed that during a college %
regular self-evaluation of a graduate
schoOl, it could also evaluate for sesist
language and attitudes bs asking for stu
dent input
Seguin° suggested. however, that : n
ternal faculty monitoring increases as
the number of female (actin s memtver,
rises and recomrnenskd that the uni,er
%it% hire more women fasult) nicrnbc• •
In ms entire college career, I ha..
nes cr had a woman professor."'
Seguin° said "It women rue 50 percent
of the population, 50 percent of the
faculty should also be women ••
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SPIRITUAL FREEDOM
IS IT POSSIBLE?
Free lectures given every
Monday 7 00-9 00 pm
Avalon Way 1.••mirig Center
147 Wilson St ,
rovs•r, Me.
5892131
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The unknown venereal disease
IV Cromilia lissani*
&an
The most presalent sexually transmit-
led disease in the United States and on
the University- at--Maine campus is
• chlamydia, bin few students are aware
of the dangers of this disease. said Ruth
Lockhart, health educator • at Cutler
Health Center.
C'hlam ydiats the leading Mat Of in
fertilits in both men and women oscr
the age of 30. In addition, it can cause
complications's° babies born to mothers'
with the disease.
In women. chlamydia can lead to
pelvic inflammatory disease. which can
- cause scarring of the fallopian tubes and
- • - thus sterilits. •
hymen. ctitarndia can lend to 'ottani.
-mjfllWi of the testicles which may cause
sterility.
Babies born to ifiothcri *Mt
chlamydia may have serious eye infec-
tions and may -have-lift-thrtglenitig
respiratory problems. I ockhart said.
During the fall semester of 1987, 12.3
percent of 187 *omen with symptoms
of chlarnytha tested positive. Even more
frightening. 9 percent of 203 women
without symptoms also tested positive
for the disease, said Dr. Roberta Ber-
Cat round-up put on hold
COSTA MESA, CA. (CPS) - Orange
Coast College (OCC) officials, have
called off a campus cat roundup for the
time being
Groundskeepers halted their efforts to
trap and remosc "hundreds" of stray
cats Its mg around the 189-acre campus
Jan 23 alter receiving wbrned calls the
cats were going to be. Willed.
A woman from Concerned Animal
losers of Fullerton, %Ouch was taking
custody of the caught (X'C cats, "told
me that the. were going to kill them."
rien, director of Cutler Health Center.
"They come back with these positives
and the had no idea" that they had the
disease, Berrien said.
Lockhart said the disease can go
undetected for Icing pcybds of rime in
some people. "'You can catch it the first
time you have intercourse and carry it
all your life. •
Eighty percent of those women with
chlamydia have no symptoms of the
disease and 60 percent of the men with
the disease show no symptom(, accor-
ding to Lockhart.
Cutler is now routinely testing women
for chlamydia during regular
gynecological examinations. The charge
for the test is S8'F0t is relatively cheap
compared to private doctors' offices.
I,ockhart said.
Students have-the option not to have
the test done. but Berrien said few
choose this option.
".Tim Rogers, medical technician at
Cutler, maid he would like to see-the
unnersity help pay for the lab fee, so
that more students would have the test,,,
done.
The reason chlamydia is so unknown
is because of the AIDS scare, said
Lockhart. "Chlamydia- has been total- "
1
 
ly overshadowed by AIDS," she said.
Since 1.981 . there have been-50.265
cases of AIDS reported; in the past year.
there have been 3 to 4 million reported
cases of chlamydia, said Lockhart.
-There is a big difference in in-
cidence, said - Lockhart, because
chlamydia is much more contagious
than AIDS.
Lockhan said chlamydia is more
common than the common cold, but
that many students nese: have even
heard of the disease.
For women, symptoms of chtrunydia
are itching and burning in the genitals,
saginal discharge, dull pelvic pain and
bleeding between menstrual periods. For
men, painful urination and a watery
discharge from the penis are symptoms.
Since many people neser experience
any symptoms, anyone who believes
reported Vera Snyder, a campus securi-
ty guard and one of the worried callers.
Cherie Bennett of Concerned Animal
losers said the group planned to put the
cats up for adoption, though some
would "gentls and humanely be put to
sleep. -
''Hundreds" of the creatures have liv-
ed around the campus for "genera-
tions." OCC chief groundskeeper
Cliff Trasioli said Some are wild and
some are fed regularly on the sly by cam-
pus residents
( tçta
swe heart
oracpt/e.
Does your exam have a crush on you"' If so,
kiss your fears goodbye with the best test prep
anywhere Stanley H Kaplan
• For nearty 50 years. students have loved
Kaplan s test-taking techniques arid reduc.-ationiti
programs.
Our courses have increased the confidence of
over one million students boosting their scoring
power on the SAT LSAT GMAT MCM--GRE. NTE.
CPA and others
So say, Kaplan. be my test prep: sibu just, might
get a Valentine from someone special hkethe
school of-your choice
SIANIIYH it API AN. DUI AllONA4 Cef•1111
DONT COMPETE WITH A KAPLAN STUDENT BE ONE
DeGrassev
f
they may have had intercourse with so-
meone with the disease should have a
test as as soon as possible, Lockhart
said.
Chlamydia can alio: be transmitted
through oral and anal sex, said
Lockhart, but these cases are much
more rare. -----
Lockhart stresses that use of condoms
and spermicides can prevent transmis-
sion of the disease.
The disease is easily cured, Berrien
said. Antibiotics can be taken to kill the
virus completely. "Fortunately, this bug
is very susceptible to antibiotics," she
said.
She also added that those treated for
chlamydia are asked to return to the
health center
make sure the disease is gone.
eweiers
Give your Valentine a Rose
from Krementz
5 Mill Street, Orono •
866-4032
L Store hours Mon.-Fri. 9-6:00, Sat. 9-4:00 jmisingzamnam mmincitaimal' namingt=miczmuc:mininc:
•
irestaur antasmines
ZS Mill Street, Orono, ME
866-4200
"A Unique Italian Restaurant"
Beat the Winter Blahs on THURSDAY
NIGHTS
with our Lasagna Special
which includes:
one order of garlic bread,
our fresh garden salad,
and a generous portion
of homemade Lasagna!
This offer ends March 31st,
Cafeteria Style Lunches Sit Down Dinners
Brunch
Sat 9ans- I 2pon
Sun Sham lpm
Hours
Lunches Dinners
Tues.-Fn. ln 4pm T s Sat Spin Copen
Sat.. I 2pot
Closed: Sitgaday Night and All Day Monday
Feht-rait*affont, ten:716c4-240 -
ra.
•
es
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Leadership conference
to be held for students
kOV Ilea SINN
S'at/ sV•ITer
share some of their bloopers, as well as
their ' successes."
Split into three segments. the con-
Leaders of University of Maine's stu- ference will feature more than SO
dent organizations will meet with pro- speakers interacting in 25_separate Pro-fessionals at The first annual student grams, Rxk-out said
leadership conference, "In Search of The conference opens for registration
Leadership," Feb. 13 at the Memonal at 8:30 a.m.. Ridtout added that
Union students who preregister will be more
The seminar will connect UMaine likely to get their first and second
students with leaders-from all sectors of choices. - 
the community. said Dwight Rideout. Invitations have already beelLitent to
dean of Student Services, fraternity. sorority', and residence ball
-We all Play a rqle in society , whether representatives, said Mike McQuante.
It's religious, philanthropic, or at our assistant director cif Student Sersices.
place of work." he said "Each of These students and representatives of(the speakers) will brIng something from student administratise organizations,
their past experience and I•se aicourag-
_z-
NEW ARRIVALS:
TAPESTRIES_
and India T-shirts
show student ID and get 10 percent off the
already low prices. Also: remember that special
someone on
Valentine's Day. All jewelry 20 percent ott.
21 Main St .Orono
Open 10-5 Monday- Saturday
MCN1SA accepted
VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIALS
brought to you by
_nut _University
Singers
to benefit their
1988 Europe Tour Have A HeartBalloon
1 single mylar balloon
sent with your personal
massage.
Love You
Specials
3 Jumbo heart shaped
ruby red ballons
delivered with a
message from you.
Valentine's Day
Bouquet
1 dozen long-stringed
red balloons delivered
to someone special.
Valentine Cake
Decorated heart•
shaped chocolate or
vanilla cake with a
special message on the
cake
Call: Glenn 4830 campus greeters
Or 866-2340
!he %fame ( ampus. lhursda. 1-ebruars II. IssMI
AD
American students flunk
geography hands down
(CPS) — American students don't know very much geography, studies
released dunng recent weeks show.
Separate surveys of students' geography knoaledge at the University of
Wisconsin ;-- Oshkosh and California State end %tankers° State universities
found some collegians were unable to find the Soviet Union on a map, thought
Nicaragua was an Asian island ordidn't know who the t S 's leading trade
partner was
--
Students who took a 21-question, multiple-choice geography quiz at Cal
-- State Fullenon._for example. averaged just 12 correct answers Only 14 per.
cent could locate the eastern Caribbean Sea where Columbus first armed
in the Western Hemisphere, only one-fourth of those tested could locateasid
identify Canada as the United States' leading trade partner or the Soviet
Union as the world's thud most populous nation
es% where Hurt Reynolds went to school than what the 1
third most populous country in the world was." lamented Fullerton
geograph) Prof W illiam Pun)
At the I:nom:Is of Wisconsin-Oshkosh. only 22 percent Of students recent
ly sursesed could find the Soviet Union on a world map. In 1)allas. another
survey revealed that one quarter of the high school seniors tested knew that
Mexico is the United States' southern neighbor
"The tests are depressing!) accurate," said Patt Morrison, a Utuversit)
of Southern California journalism teacher and Los Angela Times reports:.
"When students place the Bering Straits off the coast of Maine and think
oNfsNicaragua is an island off the coast of India. something is definitely-
•
r? S Valentines Week Special!
Lori's Hair Design
29 Water Street $2742411 Tuesday-Saturday
Old Town. Ms
Bring in your Sweetheart and Recieve
$2.00 off any service
Evenings by Appointment
litk
 0 C B 1
--N1' SHOW
in the Damn Yankee
$$ Cash Prizes $$
March 3'
 
 
sign up now
at the .
Student Government or OCB Offi' ce
lfd floor Memorial Union or call 581-1775
Where else can you risk your
reputation in front of
strangers?
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Critical report of wat
record hurts Waldheim
VIENNA. Austria (AP) — Theuncipectedly ...ritual report on the %%oddWar II activities of President Kud Waldheim has widened a deep split amongIiistrians_inicri•ified calls for-lsia resignation-and divided the governmgcoalition.
On V4ednesday. the Socialists who govern with Waldhelm's conservative sup-porters added their voice to the criticism of the president. but they stopped short
of demanding he quit.
The conservative People's Party. which backed Waldheim in the bitter 1986presidential campaign, was the only political party to throw its weight fullybehind the president.
Waldheim's supporters had predicted the report bile panel of six historians
would clear his name. Now the same conservative politicians and commentators
reject it. 
- 
-
Unidentified sources quoted by Austrian news Media said Waldheimand the
conservatises accepted it only after fierce rows in the coalition governmentThere were rumors that Waldheim was preparing to resign. A source closeto the president, speaking on condition of anonymity, celled the report
"des astating " 
-
But Waldheim. the 69-year-old former secretary-get-4ral of the United Na-lions, said again Wednesday he had no intention of resigning.
He said Hans Rudolf Kurz, the chair of the panel, "has unequivocally statedthat there was no culpable conduct on my part and that I was not mvolyed inans • ar crime *Aloes. "' ' • . _
. • The Austria Press Agency quoted him as saying the panel also repeated
"previous statements regarding the degree of knowledge" of Nazi atrocities inGreece and Yugoslavia and that he saw "no reason to take any steps what-
The small ensir onmental.Greeris party joined Nazi hunter Simon Wiesent hal
and former Chancellor Bruno Kreisliy;a. Socialist, in calling for the presidentto step down. 
.
The chief secretary of the Socialist party, Heinrich Keller, said. "The Sim-tallypart) peaks neither for nor against a resignation" but is "ready to accept sucha decision. " 
.
•Cireenvpany deputy Walter Geyer said the Socialist deputies in Parliamenthc had spoken with admitted in private that Waldheim "damages Austria" and
must step down. "No one dares to say it he said.11* 202-page report. released Tuesda). documented Waldhcim's actions as
a German army lieutenant from 1942to 1945. It said he had consistently con-
.caled his past and lied about what he knew during his-service in the BalkansIt said he was %cry well informed about Nazi atroctties in Greece and1 ugoslasia and faded esen once to oppose them. But it said the question of
whether he is guilty of any wa,r crime remains open.
 
 UM
PROMENADE
The Memorial Union Mini Mall
Fefruary 10-12
9 AM-6 PM
Frest & Silk Flowers
Fashions tioni Jndia & Bolivia
. .
Jewelry
Bags & Sweatshirts
Army & Navy Surplus
Candy and other goodies, plus much much more!!
QUALITY GIFTS
At Discount
Prices
uNivErsiry OF YANI
*Leader
like the Off-Campus Board, will also he
reptesented;s-
, **A lot of our students are learning by
hook or crook," Mcquarrie said.
"This conference is an attempt to pull
it all together'. Participants will have a
chance to interact, network with each
other and share experience."
Janet Cooper Nelson, dean of College
Chapel, Mount Holyoke College, will be
the first of two keynote speakers. Her
program, "Twin Hulls, Coal Strikes.
and Iceburgs: Leadership Challenges for
the Crew ofthe Titanic," will be
followed by two Workshop sessions
featuring conflict resolution., meeting.
management, and organizational plan-
ning. among others.
More personalized programs, such as
women in leadership, officer transition.
and personal leadership styles, will also
be included. A lunch period with a pan--
neled discussion by Charles O'Leary.
•
 Ctelidneed helm page 4)
president of Maine AFL-CIO, Scottie
Stowell. executive director of the Bangor
Chamber of Commerce, and Teresa
Moore, student member of the UMaine
board of trustees, will be followed by a
third workshop session.
In the last segment of the Program,
Barbara 'Tootle, assistant to the presi-
dent of the Ohio State University. will
discuss creativity an leadership
Correction
The. general student senate gave
Randall D'Arche a vote of con-
fidence Tuesday night as a candidate
for the position of trustee, not stu-
dent representative, on the UMaine
ROT as reported in yesterday's arti--
de.
The Daily Maine Campus regrets
the error.
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750 Stillwater Ave 821-5304
Movies $1 .50 Twee.
New Movies
Wet Gold
Sunset Limousine
Jibes The Revenge
In the Mood
' eon Joy' Slippery When Wet
WWF Survivor Series
No Way Out
Coke. Diet Coke, Tab 2 lit. 81.19
Pepsi. Diet Pepsi 2 lit 55 39
7-Up 2 ht. $t 29
Corona 6pk 15 59
Busch Suitcase $10.49
Busch 12pk $529
Seagrams Wine Cooler 401C 5.3 49
VIDEOS-MEGABUCKS-BEVERAGES
OPEN 6:00 am to 11:30pm DAILY
FRI. & SAT "TM 12:30 cm 'SUNDAY 'TM 11:00
MIMIC : : :1111lOr :-n1111111111C : M1111111C1 710.11C MINOIM
11 IN SEARCH OF LEADERSHIP 11
THE FIRST ANNUAL STUDENT"
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 19881
1 Students -- are you looking for an op-portunity for leadership development
in such areas as group dynamics,
1 communication, leadership styles,conflict resolution,  and goal setting?i - IT so-,—twenty-fiVe spaces *are now
P. available to those individuals who arej_ willing to make a commitment to thisall-day conference- ivhfoli includes
11. twenty-one workshops, two keynotespeakers, and a panel presentation at
1 
noon.
1
If you have an interest or would like
more information about this exciting
i first annual conference, please callthe Center for Student Services at 1
- 581-1406. --
'741801ar - 10111=r=1110=rMIIIIIC:=1111110MISIIIIIIIIIE!=001111M=111111MIMIIII
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Schools raise tuition to look good
WASHINGTON. D.C. (CPS) —
Some private colleges raise their tuition
rates not to meet rising expenses, but to
look more selective and prestigious,
David Breneman, president of
Kalamazoo College in Michigan told a
college finance conference recently
"Right or wrong," Breneman told
the National Center for Post secondan
Governance and Finance conference
Jan. 21, "price is a message to the
poublic of what we art I do nothing for
my college if I am a good citizen and I
raise tuition only 5 percent."
Keeping Kalamazoo's tuition lower
than other independent colleges', he,
said, would lead potential students to:
•think the school isn't as good as its
ciimpet Hors.
It may be good marketing. but the
reselation didn't sit well with some of
Breneman's students
Cheryl Harants, Kalamazoo's student
gosernment• president. called
Breneman's views "a vers shortsighted
analysis." Although school officials
say ibey are committed to establishing
a diverse student body, tuition increases
designed to maintain prestige arc turn
ing Kalamazoo into a "white. middle-
class, elitist school "
"It's a real disservice to the student
body to make tuition,So expenstve."
she said. "The goal of artracttng the nit
is contrary to the goal of attracting an
ethnically diverse student body "
IMOCIOOMXIMOCILMOOS
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
in BisitJamin's Lounge)
• February 11,12,13
16,17,18
19,20
23.24.25
26.27
Budds
3rd Degree
DOGS
Real Band
Antal Ham
 
Every Iionday night - Doug Crate Folk/Jan
I NO COVEN CHARGE IF YOU HAVE DINNER IN THE RESTAURANTCASA BONITA serves mexican, Tex-Mex, and Capin-style food
CA5n, e0\114
OM •
••••.••••••• am••••
• • • • • • •• \ • ••  •
The University of Mane Oft-campus Board presents
Windham Hill & Open Air Recording Artist
-MICHAEL HEDGES
"A brilliant acoustic
guitarist in the
tradition of Leo
Kottke, John Fahey
and John
Renbourne...he is
pushing against the
limits of the
instrument..."
-LA Times
Tuesday, Feb. 16th 8 pm
Michael Hedges will amaze you with incredible 
technique and wonderful music; from Hendrix &
Beatles to original compositions. His latest
album "Live on the Double Planet" features two
songs recorded durtna his Orono concert last
year. Talk to someone who saw him here
last spring!
General Public $10
UM Undergraduates $8
All seats reserved.
For Tickets &
Information 581-1755
PhoiV_OrditiO 6 304 30 weekOOYS
ION .cee winO0vf 000f1 10-3 week
-:_.111121AA I- I/2 'tours Natant Curtcan tens
Vho/Mostercord/Criecks/C
MAINECENTER
. FOR ,THE
ARTS
University of Maine Orono
Tuition. room and board at
Kalamazoo cost S12.183 this year. up?
percent since the I 986-'7 school year
Spokesman Terrence A. Taylor said
Kalamazoo's fees are among the lowest
of the schools in the Greattake's Col-
lege Asuxission a group of prisate
midvrestern liberal arts colleges
The College Board reported last sum
met that tuitions at four-year private
colleges rose an aserage of 8 percent for
the 1987-8 school year Tuitions at
public four-year institutions rose 6
percent.
. t' S. Secretary of Education William
Bennett long has charged colleges raise
their tuitions iscit to meet their financial
needs, but because the market will bear
it.
In Mid-January. he again told the
Nmencan Council on Education con-
sention he suspected some private col•
lege% raise tuition each year to maintain
their "snootiness.
Points may be taxed
W ASH INGTQN (AP) — You can't Name this on the 1906 as overhaul, but
those points you paid on your mortgage last year may not be fully deductible
on the tax return you are about to file •
The IRS. interpreting a 1975 law, ruled in 1986 that loan-origination fees and
other points charged solely for the use of mono and not paid out of the pro-
ceed) of the loan must he deducted over the life of the mortgage
There is a big escepoon to the general rule. The IRS will allow the deduction
of points in the year the>--w-ert-paidltilkelban backed by a mistime on your
principal home was used to buy Of improve the borne and if the points were
in line with what is generally charged in your area.
That etceptioa will not help hOmeouners who refinanced their mortgages
last year oast to get a lower interest rate -
The IRS interpretation is not the last word on this issue because it is whim
to challenge in court If sou claim a posnli deduction that runs coot MI'S lo the
rule. sou (-sent ualls might hase to heck down Of go to ....ourt to argue sour as<
_
fli;GiL2G.T.;MOCGa^ri'MILZIPLEZZI2'....1nr":..7P"'....7
Alcoholics Anonymous
Meetings are held every Monday -
and Thursday from 12-1 p.m. in the
Ham Room or Old Town Room,
second floor of the Memorial
Union.
yar in a
"CHAMP OF THE WEEK"
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Advice available
WASHINGTON (AP) — The inter-
nal Revenue Service has plent of free
publications and advice to help with
your riot return arid will CNCil do the final
calculations for I. you under certain
Circumstances.
In general. the IRS will compute your
tax liability if you fill in most other parts
of the form and file it on time. To
qualify, adjusted gross income may not
exceed SW000; income is all from
wage*. tips, interest, dividends, pensions
or annuities; you do not itemize deduc-
tions. and you may not be claimed as a
dependent by another.
-Details are on Page 24 of the Form
1040A instructions and Page IS of the
1040 instructions.
The IRS Tele- 14% ssiitem may be
helpful. It is dorens of tape-recorded
messages on sarious tax topics. available
via toll•free telephone 24 hours a day.
Your instructions include a list of topics
covered and the telephone number to
call in your area.
. IRS employees also will attempt to
answer specific, questions about your
return, and the instruction with your tax
forms list telephone numbers for these
calls. • The earlier in the year you call, the
quicker the service.
Remember that if an IRS employee
gives you a wrong answer, you still are
liable for filling out your return
correctly.
Publication 17, 'the 200-page-plus
booklet "Your Federal Income Tax.,"
is a useful aid to completing your return.
It and other IRS booklets on specific
tax subjects are available free by calling
1 800.424- 3676 . Or, a combination
Shop at Kings Komer for that
unique gift for that special person
ra,ft
Precious moments and much more
Bring in this ad or Show student I D
and receive 15'0 off purchase
Now thru Valentine's Day open:
WWI . • Frt. llarn-lipat
Sat. 9amdgim
Sun 9arry4pm
Damn Yankee Ltj
to help wit
order form-mailing label is in your
instructions.
Among the pubications:
*920: A 55-page, plain-Enrdish ex-
planation of major provisions, in the
1986 tax overhaul.
•503: Child-care credit and employ
ment taxes for household employer
0504: Information for divorc • or
separted individuals
tax
0505 Withholding and estimated
taxes
• 5! Interest expense
334: Small business
•154 Information 
--for- older
Anwricens.
*575: Pensions and annuities.
*596: Earned-income credit.
*Student 
of taxable income on th tax forms.
Under the new law --'ch exemption
has been set at S1.900 or 1987 and will
increase to $2,000 1989, she said.
Robert Dubay, irict manager for H
& R Block, a • pany that prepares
people's taxes, id dependent students
whose parent churn them on their tax
forms coul in for some problems.
N'ot on can the students not claim
own federal ta% form, but
'they •-t- file it on their state form
en he
' he kid who can't claim his own ex-
e ption is going to have some pro-
ems." Dubay said.
Melvin McClure. professor of ac-
counting, said students receiving
tebolarships and fellowships may also
find that they owe the government
money, when in ,the past they didn't.
The new tax law requires that any
scholarship or fellowship money not us-
ed specifically for school supplies, such
(continued fro. page 11
as travel expenditures and room and
board, be filed as pan as the student's
gross income.
This section of the law will affect
those scholarships granted after Aug.
16, 1986, but those established before
Jan. !. 1987 will fall under a grand-
father clause. •
"Noss the graduate student sit-
qwrede(' to perform services as part of the
cipvc (fvIlOhTpJ Will trvs.juird to
file (to the government)," McClure
said.
McClure said another change affec-
ting students is the reduction of the
amount of personal interest that can be
deducted. This year the amount of in-
terest from such things as car loans, and
personal loans that is eligible as a deduc-
tion is 65 percent, he said, and this will
phased out by 1991.
"This will have more impact on
students than other segments of the
population." McClure said.
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The Twatones Catch the racy antics of the
Twatones! This a cappella
group spoofs on popular
songs and sings shocking_
originals!
And see Jimmy Smith. "The
top black comedian in the
New England Area."
Fri, Feb.12 8pm
OPEN TO ALL
$2 UM students w/I.D.
$4 others
MUNCHIES AND SODA
CASH BAR WITH I D
Jimmy Smith 
 
i Boston comic -- L A Times
•
-
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People still ignoring AIDS
Aeciiiired immune deficiency syndrome is fastbecoming the leading health threat in many'countries of the world, but there are still many
people who .try to ignore it.
Maybe they foolishly think they're immune from this
, killer, or Maybe they just don't care.. ,
By intravenous drug use alone, wpersoti Shows little
regard for his own life, but by sharing a needle with
another user these days he shows complete irreverence
--A-itouret in-the article was quotedus-saying-that-this
is because of the experimental attitude of college
students combined with their 'immortality complex.'
People have difficulty belies ing in their own mortal'
ty. They think AIDS is a disease "for other people."
-Unfortunately. this lust isn't true. °-
AIDS doesn't discriminate
It doesn't care if a person is black Or white, male or.
female, bisexual or homosesual  Sexual activity or shy-
• for, it. mg an intrasenous needle with an-AIDS carrier gises..
There are those who are not ignoring the AIDS the disease a chance to spread.
threat. While abstention from sexual activities is the mast ef• _
They are arming t.hemseises for the battle. The .fectise method of protection, the proper use of cots
weapons they are using come in the form of, knowledge doms has been prosen to be nearly as effective in
These people read everything they in find about 'preventing the transmission of the AIDS virus. ---
AIDS...They watch reports about it on television They Since the incubation period for AIDS can be up to 10
hear about it on the radio,. years,rit is likely that a carrier won't esen be aware that
Sadly, no matter how much these people read, see. cir he it spreading the disease to others. If the carrier
hear about it, they will never khow enough about AIDS doesn't_ know, how are his parttiers supposed to know?
----44-licep--thern_froin4ying- of- it-if-they- darrr -employ --Till answer is triey catit possibly Wov....Iliat is
methods of protecting themsels.es first. why es Cr one must. do everyt hing they can to protect
According to an article by Kristen McCleary in-the t hemsels es
February 1988 issue of U. The National College
N'ewspaper, people are at one of the highest risks of
contracting the disease during college
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Dreams are great During most of
My raking hours. I'd be hard plea=
ed to tell you what any of them arc
But on rare, occasions. I can go
through an entire day with visid
memories of the presious night's
forays m'dreamland.
Today is one of those days. and..
l'sc got to say, .1 think I hit on
winsethipg big  last night.
Sometime during my slumber (my
former pssChologs professors would
pinpoint the time as during "REM"
sleep) I dreamed of something so far-
reaching, yet simple. that 1 hase to
share it with you
In my dream, t was-the kingpin of
a pseudo-student interest group,
whose goal was to make things bet-
ter, for the universe in general, and
the student population in particular.
No. my group wasn't the General
Student Senate Ms dreams We alit
tle more original tend. I hope. moti
flticient I than that
My oversized band of mews men
and women was a kind of -
rebellious. polite lerni-actisist group
In my dream our collective title
was the Unisersity of Maine Peace
and Quiet Action Committee Since
that was quite a mouthful, we went
tis the acronsm t MPAQAC. which
we pronounced urn P A ,quacli
Vie UMPAQACas were in-
terested in the goings on in the world.
hut knew that other action commit.
tees were tattoo radical to hit a off
with the general populous
Vic quickly made up a UMPA-
QAC constitution, with the follow-
ing rules being instituted
I. No member of UMPAQAC
shall ewe attend any protest which is
frequented bs any other action
group Guilt hs association will be
automatic, and perhaps fatal to the
group.
2 No UMPAQACer shall eser
seek not amept media coverage when
stating opinions on any ts.611e_ t Any
member caught staging media evirris
will he flogged with a soggy copy-of
the constitution until dead.
_ _stating wanks* on- any
issue. no UMPAQAC manber shall
a. chant any slogan. Chignons
is a patented process reserved
to trreputabk action groups
b. Seek incarceration in any
federal, state or local facilits
frequented by common
criminals. If we can't
convince people. through civil-
obedience and -a good
knowledge of the lane.- we:
aren't debating with our
hearts.
All UMPAQAC'ers shall wear
an approved uniform when debating
issues. The basic rule: DO tie-dyed
shirts are allowed It's eviler to deal
with the big-Wigs when they think
 you're one of them
John Holyoke dreamt he wrote a
Hell find out if head when
,the mail 'comes tomorrow
Stu de
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Response
Student urges comments on women's hockey team
To the edin.n:
Now that mert's varsity
hockey at the University of
Maine is number one in the
country, on top of Hockey Eact
rivals El U.. B.C., N.H., Nor-
theastern, Providence. and
Lowell. and !use beaten teams
like Dalhousie. Yale.
Minnesota-Duluth. I am
lit omitting why there is no
women's ice hockes team at
UMaine
These ate women's varsity
teams at oser 20 universnies
and colleges in New England
and New York and club teams
at ten or more. Most of the
schools are well known in-
cluding Colts>, Dartmouth.
Harvard, Northeastern, Pro-
vidence. New Hampshire and
Yale in Division one; Boston
College, B.U.,.Bowdoin, Col-
gate, and R.P.I. in Division
• two; and Merrimack College.
Universits of Connecticut.
Usiversits of I °well. Universi-
ty of Vermont and M.I.T. as
clubs. All of these teams are in
the ECAC league Of hockey.
•
There is also a western women's
hockey league which has teams
from the University. of Min-
nesota. University of
Minnesota-Duluth. University
of Wisconsin and Coloradc
College.
I see no reason why the
University of Maine can't have
a- women's ice hockey learn,
too. Now that the meWs team
has a new locker room. there is
room for a women's team. All
that is needed is some proper
practice times and some in-
terested women. I know there
' are girls playing on high school
varsity boys teams in Maine
and younger girls playing at
lower levels, who would love to
continue playing in college. One
girl from Orono played on boys
teams until she graduated and
is now playing on a college
women's team in another state.
She should have had the chance
to stay in Orono and play at the
University of Maine
. If there are any women at
this school who would love to
play ice hockey again or for the
first time, we must get together
now and plan for next year.
Also, any help from staff,
faculty, administrators, Presi-
dent lick, Mrs. Lick, W.I.C.,
t he ith let ic department, Shawn
Walsh, and/or the Student Life
Fcc committee would be great
IY appreciated.
Let's hear your comments on
the future of Women's Ice
Hockey at Maine. Write to The
Daily Maine Campus or call me
at 866-4579. Let's get the puck
going.
Joan M King
CIA recruitment should be allowed at universities
the editor
I just finished reading thc
Feb. 9 issue of The Path .klairw
Camino and I found the guest
,olumn i'Dchunking some
msth about C.I.A. recruit
ment') to be most unsettling
Siren R Garlach's first corn
ments are on the First Amend
merit rights. but he presents a
somewhat dogmatic view of
how the Central Intelligence
Agent-% operates First. if First
Amendment rights are the
issue, then all should beat* to
speak Second the C'.I.A. and
its role deserves explication.
the requirement tor ans
organization to go through the
(Maine panel can only benefit
us from tons of possible illegal
organizations If the hoard has
guild lines of moral or legal
justifications, then that can on-
Is -hence-  the general peocile.
The desist-a of the C.I.A. to
recruit here -is a different
matter
The ('entral Intelligence
Agencs is part of the U S
government This point was
made clear recentls Pis the Iran.-
( mural affair, and also by new
aetionsrlt were discuisedbist
night on Nightline on the ques-
tion of who the ('IA is respon-
sible to. The answer is that the
director of the CIA is a member
of the Cabinet. The CIA must
report to the Senate. (and
House). Select committee on in-
telligence. Which is in fact the
people of our country.
the primary function of the
agency Is to report on the ac-
tions of other country's 'coven
operations. EsamPles of this
would include the KGB or es en
other types. including terrorist 
operations On the rare occa-
sion that the CIA takes action--
to destabilize a country it is on-
lyin best interest for na-
tional security, and democracy
around the world. As our presi-
dent said himself "I'm a Con-
tra" to the freedom fighters in
South America.I would as well.
I et us nOt forget what we too
were freedom fighters at one
time. •
The CIA is a fundamental
organization for our security.
and is in fact legal. Intelligence
gathering is now a necessity tor
,all countriel. The CIA is not
permitted in our country on
—personal- accAmusts- of pur
citizens. But also for the ob-
sious fact that there is the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
for that.
1 strongly believe if our coun-
try needs people for intelligence
work I would rather have them
ask for recruits at a university
than on the street. They are a
legal, moral, not to mention
fundamental, part of our coun-
try's security and should be per-
mitted to be on our campus.
Roland W. Charles Ill „
Stodder Hall
Thowlits on Nicaragua and intern utional terrorism
..On Oct 15, 1965, Nicaraguan President Daniel
Ortega announced anew State of Emergency which
suspended s irtualls all coil rights including such
fundamental freedoms as speech. press, assernhfs,
association, and most-merit These measures were
kid) crtneized both dornesticalls and interna-
tional-Fr.- and mans-tort:4nm sympathetic to the
sandinista regime expressed concern that the Oct.
15 decree marked a shift in Sandinista policy aw as
Iron the stated democratic goals of the Nicaraguan
Resolution In fact. while the state of Fmergeno
and the accompanying crackdown on Nicaragua's
political, labor, pnv ate sector, religious, press, and
human rights leaders did indeed mark a major
escalation in the Sandinista's drive to stifle all in-
ternal opposition, they did not signal a change in
Sandinista polio . Rather, the decree simph ads am-
ed one step further the pattern of increasing repres-
sion that has characterized the Sandinista regime
since it seized posiTifin 14779-111s-a assisted by the
Sosiet Union The Sandinistas are now aided in
building their repressive society by experts from
 
Cuba. The sainistrs ft.. the Interior under the.
leadership of long-time Castro „confidante Tomas
Elmo, has hundreds of personnel from Cuba's
Directorate General of Intelligence DGI), which
was formed and trained by the Soviet-KGB.
The Sandinistas have constructed several new
prisons during their stas in power, the inajonts
under control of the Ministry of Interior. Nicaragua
has the dubious distinction of has mg more political
prisoners behind bars than any other country in the
Western Hemisphere except Cuba. In addition to
the 1,500-2,000 former National Guardsmen held
prisoner. the Sandinistas hare at least 6,500 other
detainees in prison, an astounding number for a
country of just over 3 million. According to the in-
dependent Permanent Commission on Human
Rights ICPDH), conditions in Sandinista prisons
are deplorable The commission's investiptions
rt-Aciii that many prisoners are kept in isolation.
...some are kept hanging by their hands, and beatings
and torture are everyday occurances. International
--human rights organizations base been unable to oh
tam access to the prisons operated by Borge
s
General Directorate of State Security (the secret
police W hen human rights organizations or
foreign visitors tour prisons, these s tuts are careful-
!s controlled intersiews with inmates. in model
GUEST COLUMN
'Purl Jaw)
by Loren Fields
world. Many have taken refuge in Nicaragua simpls
as a "rest and recreation" sight, while others-hase
a more specific role in the construction the "new
Nicaragua." Among the latter arc representatives
of the Palestine liberation Organization (P1.0) and
Colonel Muammar Khaddafi's Libya.
_ _A_number .at_ radical sum - including t uba,
Iran, Libya .arid North Korea - share the common
objective of attacking U.S. prestige, presence and
strategic interests throughout the world. Nicaragua
could become a member of this group. The presence
of citizens of several of several of these states has
been verified in Nicaragua, some since 1979
Sandinista tics to Middle Eastern radicals date
back to 1966, when the Sandinista mosement was
only five years old. In 1966, Castro held the "first
conference of the organization of solidarity of the
people of Asia, Africa and latin America." At
this In-Continental Conference, as it is popularly
known, the politically ambitious Castro brought
together 500 delegates from radieal leftist groups.
throughout the world to devise a plan for what was
described as a global revolutionary movement.._ ._
As a result of this meeting, members of the PLO
-were trained in camps in Cuba and the Soviet
Union. The PLO cadre next set up their own camps
in the Middle East. By the late 1960s, Sandinistas
were being trained in these camps run by Khali/aft
after he seized power in Libya in 1969.
Lasting contacts between Sandinista leaders and
Middle East radicals were apparently forged when
Tomas Boise, today the Sandinista Minister of the
Interior, served as Castro's envoy to these groups
in the 1970s. These contacts have provided the San-
dinistas with financial and material support. In
return, the PLO representative in Managua is af-
forded full diplomatic recognition, giving
Nicaragua the distinction of honoring the represen-
tative of a terrorist organization with the title of
"Ambassador." PLO aviation experts hase
, closely with the Sandinista air force, and
Since coming to power, the Sandinistas have Yasir Arafat has been an effective ally of the San-'
' • Made Managua a .haven for terrorists around the dinistas in the 'Middle East.
prisons. This is a technique used by Josef Stalin in
the 1930s to convince sisitors to the Soviet Union
of the "humane- nature of the Soviet penal system.
One of the great moral-heroes of the revolution
agaunst , OMOta was the president of the Nicaraguan
Red Cross, Ismael Reyes, who regularly and
courageously called the world's attention to
Somoza's abuses. Today, while still calling Somoza
a "monster," Reyes sees the Sandinistas as even
--worfirctamtmgrtutt the4Sandnustas have deceiv-
ed the world and are in fact "enslaving the
Nicaraguan people," Reyes said: "In the
American continent, there is no regime more bloody
and barbaric. SO -regime that siolates human rights
in a manner more constant and permanent, than
the Sandinista rveime.
labor has also beer: the victim of Sandinista
abuse. The Sandinistas have fOrmed :heir own labor
organization, again turning their backs on the
democratic labor movements that helped them in
the struggle against Somoza. Mobs controlled by
the Ministry of Interior hase interfered with trade
union activities, leaders of the independent labor
unions have been denied visas to tras el to interna-
tional conferences, and the Sandinistas have vocally
opposed Poland's Solidarity mosement.
INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM AND THE
SANDINISTAS
•...
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VITA program offers students tax help
Ile Iles Mesa
S' W • ter
Unisersits of Maine students confus-
ed tis the new tax law resisions and the
tax form simplifications that don'Yseem
so simple can find new life with a as
help program called VITA.
The ‘'oluntarv Income Tas
As.sistance program, established six
years ago under the guidance of Mel% in
McClure, UMainc professor of accoun-
ting, is aimed at giving free help to
students, people with low income, and
the elderls.
This year. as in every year since it
formerly opened in. 1983. the program
will be coordinated .by I./Maine's Ac-
counting (lub. In addition, this year the
club will be tooted by the Bangor.
Water-silk chapter of the, National
Association of Accountants..
"C-oligress tried to make the forms
more simple, but the result was an in-
crease in the complexity of the
forms," McClure said.
Edna Royal, a student auditor in-the
UMaine System's internal auditing
department, said the new tax pros isions
are so difficult and new that she knows
people who are taking a class specificalls
oriented toward the new as changes.
"A lot of everyday rcople are going
to be shocked." Royal, a member of
the I:Maine accounting club. said.
Although UMaine students arc fairs
up-to-date on the current changes in the
tali law. McClure said, that does not
mean they do not need help
McClure said foreign students com-
prise a group that may have some one
group that might have "misconcep-
tions" and difficult problems with taxes
thi., sear
_
Tax tips for sttidents
The following are tax hint% and reminders for_Lax time I9S-
1. Dependents cannot claim their own exemption if they art claimed on
someone else'. form. •,•
2. f saluatc the tax forms available. The 1040 allows for itemizing but that
might not pros ide the best exemption possibilities The standard deduction
is no longer built into the tax tables, so claim the standard deduction pro-
vided unless more can be gotten from itemizing
3 If a student does not receive an exemption on the federal form, then
he or she does not receive one on the state form. .
4. Personal interest is no longer fully deductible and sill phased out in
five years
5. Scholarship and fellowship moues not used for educational costs ( room
_ and board. travel expenses, will be considered part of the student's gross
income.
6. Ne matter how small one's earnings are, all unemplov mcnt benefits are • ,
now taxable
7. Foreign students are allowed only one exemption and reduced deduc-
tions under the 1040 NR form
* g, siudey“ with children 5 or older cannot claim them as exemptions.uniess
the children hase social security numbers
UNIVERSin OF MAINE
Maine Masque Theatre presents
Quitters
-^
Me* Newman and Barbara' Damashck
Music anti lyrics b‘
Barbara Darnashrk
Powed Tiro Quolorys ond vorw... Ai
Patric 14 C ..opr• &owl N...ort.4 &oar. AIL-,
February 1043 at 8 pon
Matinee February 11 at 2 orri
Hauck Auditorium .
Not only arc the 1040 NR (non-
resident) forms in English. but thes are
also "sery complex." he said.
One of the problem's these students
facets a reduced number of rtemrisor..
—The) don't get all the exemption' U S
citizens get, and they don't hase as
mans deductions as 1 S citizens
Kase. • ' McClure said
nles% the students are from Canada
'or Mexico, they lose their deduction for
any dependents, he said.
In addition, they only receise one
deduction for an% children under the
1040 NR
"These are substantial differences."
McClure said
He also said many of these students
will not be aware that thes might have
" to pay taxes until the). fill out the form.
'1Aed-4hen many- arat-set-be-abla
PO the taxes'( because they were not -
prepared)."
Any tax form done through VITA
will be sent to the IRS to be checked
ON CT .
riA will begin operation Feb. 13
and extend to April It, excluding spring
break It will be open 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
on %edneulays in the 1912 room of the
Memorial Union
Tax laws continue to
change so keep informed
%A.S,H1Nt.iTON (A.) — -*ben at
souse learned enough about the new
tirs lawsp,fik your return thus:v.11's
no time to quit •
.The iaw is still changing, and you nay
need to adjust cltst withholding again
this sear to reflect those changes That
would mean filling out another V. -4
form and !rising ill to-your emploser
The changes that took effect Jan I.
1968, are not nearls so numerous as last
year's but thes will still affect millions
of tax returns Here are some of the ma.
applies depends on how man) per-
sonal exemptions you claim A couple
....with no children would pay the 33 per. 
cent rate on taxable income between
-S7.1.901 and S149.250 for each adds-
dogs' exemption. the S149.250, for each
additional exemption, the 5149,250
figure would rise P's $10,920. A single
tas.pa'.er claiming onls one exemption
would pay 33percent on taxable income
between $43,151 and 589,560
Once taxable income exceeds the up-
per limits of those ranges, the additional
;or new pros awns amount is Limed at 211 percent Apply -
stitTES:in-t911' there werefrvetex-7-tectlse---33---pereeet -rate toe portion of
rates, ranging from II percent to 38.5 upper-incomi earnings has the effect of
percent The Reagan administration and
members of Congress who wrote the
new law like to say it has only two
marginal tax rates but there realls are
three: IS percent. 28 percent - and 33
PetEXIII
The I, percent rate Is the only one
that most taxpayers will face It applies
to taxable income (after deductions and
exemption%) up to 529.750 for couples
filing winds and up to si7.83o for
singles
The 28 percent rate hits the next step
of taxable income: between $29,751 and
$71,900 for couples and between
517.851 and $43,150 for singlet.
The 33 percent rate hits the next step
of income, and the top figure to which
subiecting these taxpasers' entire in-
come to a flat rate ofsell percent
*I- ‘EMPT IONS For 1967 you were •
allowed to exempt from taxation 51.900
for yourself. your spouse and each
depencient you claimed For 19111 earn-
ings. that rises to $1.950.
*STANDARD DEDUCTION',
Non
-itemizers were allowed a standard
deduction of 52,540 (single) Of $3,760
(couples fihng jointly) for 1987.
Those 65 or older or blind got more.
tor 1988 the figures go up to 53.000
and $5,000 with additions for elder!, Of
blind
New Year: New Look!
Perhaps YOU should consider
wearing contact lenses.
Most people can, you know.
despite what your friends
may tell you
But there's a lot more40
wearing contacts than just
- putting them in
You'll want professional analysis
expert fitting, high quality lenses-
and a good follow-up plan
'Eye Center Northeast offers all of these services, Plus:
'Convenient location
'Day, evening, and weekend hours
'And a Maine graduate to fit you
C811 our office for information today. We d be happy to answer your 
Questions and schedule you for an appointment wIth
Dr. Jane E Pentheny.0.0..(Maine '83)
Nee CHANGE pep 12)
947-1291
_
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Last minute tax tips for
WASHINGTON (AP) — Some last-minute tips
about your tax return:
...The filing deadline is midnight April I. If you
can't complete your return by then, estimate how
much you owe (if anything) and send in your check
with a Form 4116& which automatically' gives you a
1204ft-fling extension.
...Find a mistake after mailing your return? File.an
amended return on Form 1040X.
• If you file the lopg Forml(MO, you may subtract
(on Page I) from income subject to taxation any
penalties you paid for early withdrawal of savings
deposits.
you want to protest what's going in
Washington. write your congressman, don't make
your case by altering your tax return. At best, it could
delay any refund. If you aka the oath above signature
or refuse to sign, for example, it could cost you an
additional S500 penalty for filing a frivolous return.
...There's a new benefit for the self-employed, a
deduction -foe 25 percent of Medical-insurance
premiums paid for themselves and their families. The
deduct ion may not -exceed self -employ/twat net earn-
ings; there are other limitations. \
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returns
...Those tax-exempt bonds you own are still exempt
but now you must list the interest on Line 7b of 1040A
or Line 9 of 1040.
...You may round off to the nearest whole dollar
figures you enter on your return, so long as you arc
-consistent.
• - This year the IRS has added a-aew ti*a:
you have to use exact amounts when making
preliminary calculations. For example, be exact when
adding up your state and local taxes but you may
round off the total.
...Keep a copy of your return and records to back
it up, at least for three years. Other records should be
kept forever, including papers relating to your home.
Because of new restrictions-, records relating to your
Individual Retirement 'Account are essential.
s.,Want to do your share for the federal deficit?
Save a stamp and mail your check, made out to
"Bureau of the Public Debt," with your tax return_
Write a separate check to the IRS if you owe any tax
...If you are the surviving spouse or personal
representativeof someone who died in 1987 and who
would have been required to file a return, you must
(see TIPS page 12)
•%, % ...... %N. •••••• •••• \\%% ••••••
University of Maine
Student Volunteerism Week
February 8 - 12
Thursday &
Friday • Please plan to come into the Student Volunteer Office,
2nd floor, Memorial Union, to register to participate in the Stu-
dent Volunteer Program
Saturday - Student Leadership Conference Seminar on Student
Volunteerism 2 p.m.
WNW United Way booth upstairs In Union
Tessihey - Good Samaritan booth downstairs in Union
- Student Volunteerism Mini Fair and Reception Damn Yankee
Everyone welcome!
°Check the Maine Campus insert!
Wednesday - Down East Big Brothers Big Sisters booth
downstairs in Union
•••••• • • ••••••••••
•••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0000000-W000
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with the BOYZ
FREE TO UM STUDENTS
Sat. Feb 13th
9:30 p.m.-1a.m.
Lengyel Gym 
Valentine
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IRS to be lenient on W-4s
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Internal Revenue Sersice, admitting it madea mistake in originally making its new W-4 tax withholding forms too com-plex, says no taxpayer will be penalized for basing too little in taxes withheldfrom their paychecks this year.
IRS Commissioner Lawrence-B. Gibbs cited the confusion over the W-4 formsand a desire to make this year's tax filing go smoothly as key reasons for thedecision, which he said would cost the government an estimated S86.millionin penalty payments it otherwise would have collected.
- "With so much at stake, public confidence, the credibility of tax reform, asmooth-running filing Season, we want to be sure that we hase covered all ourbases, that significant numbers of taxpayers won't be surprised come taxtie," Gibbs said.
The IRS had been under attack over its new W-4 withholding forms, which
were required by Congress to implement the new tax law The new forms weresupposed to permit taxpayers to more accurately balance their withholdings withtheir tax liabihty.
The initial furor over the W-4 form forced the IRS io issue a shorter. less-complicated W-4A form. The agency said Americans who filed either form withtheir employers by June I. 1987, would not be penalized if it turned out theyhad too little in payroll taxes withheld.
° Now the agency has abandoned altogether any ef fon to collect penalts
. payments on wage income this year. although Gibbs said penalties still will beassessed for underpaying taxes on other. income, such as dividends and interestspayments.
*Tips 
*Change
*CONSUMER INTERESTLThis was
65 percent deduct ible.for 191117.-Only 40
percent mas be dedOcted when !tont
1988 return is filed a year from now.
*MORTGAGE INTEREST: Only in-
terest . on the principal home and one
other home is deductible; the deduaion-
is allowed tints on the first SI million of
debt to acquire or iinprose the home.
There is a Sibo.goo limit on deductible
home-equity loans, .
•IN VESTME NT INTERIST. The
deductible port ion otinsestment interest
that exceeds ins consent income is now
a mas.m..m of S4,000 for Joint returns
and singles or 52.000 for couples filing,
separately.
'CAPITAL GAINS: In 19V' the
maximum tax on profits -from assets
owned more than six months was 28 per-,
cent. In 1988 the minimum holding
period, is more than one year and the
_ maximum rate is 33 percent
 
(eoulmood frost page 1111)
. *ESTIMATED TAXES: • You
generally must pay in advance, through
wage wit hholdng or quarterls payments
on non-wage income. 90 percent of your
1988 tax liabikts. That is up from 80
percent previtstisly:
'IRA PAYOUTS:4f your age reach•
ed‘70 in 1987, you face a penalty unless
you begin taking distributions from
your Indisidual Retirement Account bs
April I. PALS
'PASSIVE LOSSES: Only 40 percent
of net losses generated by certain
"ptssise" investments ma s be deducted,
down from 65 percent in 1987.
*PASSPORTS AND ALIENS: Any
American applying for Of renewing a
passport or an alien seeking permanent
residency must furnish cenam informa
lion to the IRS. including Social Securits
number and tax filing history.
file On behalf of that person. See page 30 of the Form
1040A instructions or Page 21 of 1040 instructions
...There's a whole new -net of rules affecting in-
vestors in tax shelters that „generate losses.- In general -
terms, a loss from a paws e activity la trade or business
in which you do not materially participate) ma s not
be used to asoid taxes on non-passive income, such
as wages. You will have to file Form 8582 if you are
affected. See IRS Publication 925.
...If you take a deduction for ahmons you paid,
sour return must list the Social Set-urns number of the
recipient. The recipient's return must show the payer's
number. There's a $50 penalty for failure in either
rase.
Those little numbers under "1917" in the upper
right corner of your tax forms have a purpOse. Thes
tell you in what sequence the supplemental forms and
schedules should be attached to sour 1040 or 1040A
iirratinued from page III
ro The IRS urges sou to use itie preprinted mailing
label on sour return, after correcting an-) errors If
yout are filing a joint return, make sure the names and
Social Securits numbers are listed in the same order
on the label and the return (The IRS- rejects as an old
wises' tale the oft-repeated rumor that the label makes -it easier to audit SOW return I
..-Sign sour return Don't forget to stamp the
ens elope; even a letter to the IRS won't get by the
Postal Serisoe's no stamp. no-du-live') regulations
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sports
The right choice
Dave Greely
When University of Maine women's
basketball coach Peter Gavett an
nolinced Wednesday aftenvoori that he
had signed a three-year contrail exten
sum, he ended all speculation that he
would enter himself as a candidate for
the t Maine men's basketbal/ job
But, in truth, he did much more
than t hat
in announcing his decision, Cavell
said that he might be "chsaixiinting
some people." in particular, the
same folks who were upset when
Gasett left the men's program four
nd a half years ago to become the
teach of-the-eforriert's pixy, ant.
Gavett accepts three-year
women's coaching contract
Wyse*
Slat, Write
But no matter how many people are
disappointed by Gavett's decision. he
made the right one for the right
reasons -
When men's coach Skip Chappelle
announced that he would leave that
position. Ciasett's name was the first
to he mentioned as a likely- replace-
ment and with good reason.
("Ascii had all the credentials. He.
had I)isision I experience as an assis-
tant under Chappelle at UMaine He
was a prosen recruiter. building an
outstanding women's team made up
entirely of in-state talent. And,. the
search committee didn't even have to
lease Memorial Gymnasium to find
him
(iasett's record as the coach of the
women's team speaks for itself
1983-84: In his first year as head
coach, the Black Bears posted a
respectable 16-11 record.
190445: The Black Bears were 21-9
and Gavett was named New England
Coach of the Year by both the
American Women's Sports Federation
and American Women's Basketball
Coaches Association.
1985-86: -The Black Bears impro-v -
ed !bar record to 22'7 -
1906-f: The Black Bears finished
the }ear a' 24-4 and Gesell was once
again flatbed New England Coach of
the Year by both the AWSF and
AW RCA.
19117 -1111• Despite the Black Bears'
most competitive schedule cser.
UMiune 11, 19-4, including wins oser
the University of Miami. San Diego
State Unisersity.and Top 30 Unisersi-
ty of Nebraska Gavel also picked up
tOOdy tar crr • Of ott l'Tt7.
But despite all-of-that, and despite
's adnirtted tritrigue at thepro--
spect of trs mg to tUrn around a men's
program that has struggled in recent
years, he made the decision to stay
put
And although Gavett's decision may
disappoint U Maine men:s basketball
' fans it certainly won't upset any of the
women's rabid fans, much less the
'high school players that he has
recruited and the 16 athletes that he
coaches. The smiles on the plasers'
faces when he announced his decision
to them prosed that.
"It's hard to walk away trom a job
that you thoroughly enjos." he .said.
And that ultimately made his deci-.
simian easy one. 
-I- fo•imeleslit
• from Scarborough, %fame.
University of Maine *omen's
basketball coach Peter Gavett put
rumors concerning his coaching future
to rest.Wedriesday when he announc-
ed that he has accepted a three-year ex-
tension of his current contract.
Gavett had been mentioned as a
possible - successor to UIviaine men's
coach Skip Chappelle, who has- an-
nounced his resignatiOn effective at the
end of the season.
But the Bear women's boss pot that,
and other rumors, to rest in an after-
noon press conference.
"I've enjoyamyself too much for
the past four and a half years to just
turn and walk away," Gavett said.
"Speculation has prompted me to
finally make a decision so that we csa
get on with our Season.
.."I've got a gut feeling the-thing I
should do is just stay put."
In addition to rumors about
Gavett's possible future as the UMaine
piness with his current position, team
members were also pleased to hear of
his decision.
"It's a relief," said sophomdre
guard Cathy laconeta. "I'm not one
for change, so I think it's great.
"I've enjoyed myself too much for the past
(our and a half years to just turn and walk
away.
UMaine
Peter Gavett
women's bto.ketball coach
 VII
men's coach, a recent report had sug-
tested that he may have been a can-
didate for a soon-to-be-announced
New England coaching vacancy.
While Gavett expressed his hap-
GAVETT'S UMAINE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1983-84: 16-11
1904-83: 21-9
HUNUKS WON
•• American Women's Basketball Coaches
Association, New England
Coach of the Year
•• American Women's Sports
Federation, All-American Coach.
1985-86 22-7 •• AWSF. New England
coach of the year
•• AWSF. All-American Coach
1911647: 24-4 •• AWSF„ New England
coach of the year
••• AW'BCA, New Logland coach of the -year.
•• AWSF, All-American Coach.
•••••••••••••••••••••••
--- Maine women's basketball coach Peter t.asett ended
speculation of his candidacs as coach tit the men.% basket -
"He's the one who nevi- nye a
chance. I'm glad he'll be there for my
whole career: Things will be back to
normal now."
Freshman center Rachel Bouchard
said she was also happy to have the
rumors brushed aside.
"(The rumors) were always in the
back of my mind," Bouchard said.
"I'm very happy."
The press conference preceded
Gavett's telling his team about the
contract.
"I told than if there was going to
be a change, they'd be the first to
know," Gavett said with a smile.
"There's not, so they'll .be the se-
cond."
Gavett has coached the UMaine
women since the beginning of the
1483-84 season. Prior to that time he
was the assistant men's coach under
Chappelle.
Gavett's women's teams at UMaine
have compiled a 102-34 record.
During that first year Gavett's Bears
won 16 games against II losses and
won the Maine state championship.
Gavett's second season marked
UMaine's debut in the Seaboard Con-
ference, which meant a move up in
competition. The Bears compiled a
21-9 record and made it to the SC
championship game.
hall team when be signed a Ihree-s,ear cealrartleteackillie-f—
%%omen's team. 4
•
•
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t speedskster lowaie Blair, shows metier this inosth
is action is Davos. Switzerland. has a Shot at medals isi the
FREE
MOVIE
WHEN: February 10 & 11
WHERE: 130 Little Hall
SHOWTIMES: 7 & 9 pm
youf &maw), Goyorrimsof Acrforii
rhe pinly Maine Cantinic. Thursday, February II. Ma
eivoie
500. 1,000 and LW metiers he nest w000th's Wester Olym-
pics is Carers.
-
the Amsoaatect Pi
Olympic skaters'
-inteupity shown
on Cthu,dian coin
In speed skating at the 1976 Olympic*,
Sheila Young Ochowicr becattie the first
American to ,in three medals in the
history of the Winter Ciames• A gold in
the 500-meter sprint, a siker in the
1.500-meter and a bronze in the 1.000
meter event. - -
The intensity that Ochnivici and other
speed skating medalists exhibited during
their competitions, with muscles tensed
and feces etched with concrntrat ion, is
depicted on a special coin released bythe
Royal Canadian Mint, as pan Of its
10-coin Olympic series.
The silver coin captures the e**ence' of
strength and excitement /crested
*hawser athletes push themselves to the
.er limit in the pursuit of' excellence.
As well as being exciting,tach design is
totally authentic
.All designs were riviewed by the ap-
propnate spOrts bodies to en-
sure such authenticity.
Speed skating' has been an integral
part of the Winter Olympics since they
began in Chamonix. France, in 1924.
The speed skating hero that year was
Clas. Thonberg of Finland. who won
two gold. o0e silver and one bronze
medal in foUr events
Other athletes such as Eric Heiden of
the United States; the great Dutchman.
Aid Schenk; and the Canadian. Gotten
Boucher, ha.c all distinguished
themselves in world competition
Ochowicz says she trpieased that her
span is being depicted on an Olympic
- _
As A sport, speed skating is really
still quite unknown, and has mg a coin
like this distributed all over the world
will certainly be a good way to let more
people know about speed skating."
()chow's.: said
THE AMERJCAN MASI
MENORIAL PIKLMAM.
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Send a Valentine's Day Personal to someone you know!
•
PERSONALS •
QNLY 25' 
; At The Daily Maine Campus in the 
se 
basement of Lord Hall.
Personals will be printed in.Friday's issue of The Daily Maine Campus
Deadline for Personals la Tbsirsdity,_ F*.1.1 14_12:00 noon.
ItqmPireirit ImOltr_iPgritc‘1,4 212141K,Seir
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In 047npie first;
Sound as dynamic as
• lor the first time in ()Is mph-. history
the sounds will be as exciting as the
sights, thanks to concert hall quality, en•
sironmenially tested so1ind systems that
will be installed throughout the Calgary
_Winter-GaitiM. •
All 12 venues at the Calgary Olytn-
pies, includina more than two miles of
Alpine ski run will be wired for sound
.s stems using Bose loudspeakers.
Bose has been named the official sup-
plier of professional sound system
equipment by the XV ()Iympic Winter
-Games Organizing Committer.
This means that, unlike in a, sponsor
relationship, the Committee has decid-
ed to purchase Bose equipment ex
elusively for use at the Games."
Bose home hi-fi houdspeakers, rn
cludjng the world-famous 901, are the
:lest selling both in the United Stites and
Japan The company's, professional
speakers. well-known to musicians and
sound contractors, will be used at the
(lames
Designed to withstand harsh en
vironmental conditions, mcludiqg ex-
treme cold and precipitation, the
speakers are also small and unobtrusive,
and won't detract from the visual im-
Stier a disappointing %bowies in Narairso. 48( is pruned for a winning pectin-
_ asask r at the %4 inter Oh ',spies in ( altars F our of kill •s Olsmpic.:commealators
VW with ttie ( altars sls.shoe hi the background From left: Jim kick's. Frank
kroh Jackson and Al PAW haeis.
Our three-year and _
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
1-scn if you didn't start college on a
scholarship, you could finish on one. Ar-
my ROTC Scholarships pay for full tui-
tion and allowances for educational fees
and textbooks. Along with up to S1000
a >car. Get all the facts.
 111•11-
AR \ 1\ Rt . s•F R 01-fk. FRS \s CCIRrt;
pact of the Games. More than 450 of
them will be powered by 75.000 watts of
amplifiers.
"We believe that our speakers will
inake-the-I988 Winter Ofstapics more
enjoyable for spectators and par-
ticipants," said Amar G. Bose, com-
pany founder and director of research.
'Good sound will also have practical
Whet% thr the -athletes. Bose said.
Classifieds
Earn Shundreels weeklyS in soul,
spare time. United Services of \
America is looking for \
homessorkers to perform mail ser-
vices. Incentive program!
available. For information send
large self-addressed stamped
ens elopeto U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn. Pkwy.., Suite 306, Valencia,
CA 91355.
-Spnng break NassaufFiradese
Island from S279.00. Package in-
cludes: round trip air,-transfers, 7
nights hotel, beach parties, free
lunch, cruise, free admission to
night clubs, taxes and more!! Can-
cun Packages also available!
Organize a small group, earn a
free trip! Call American Travel
Services '1-800-231-0113 or 12031
967-3330
Earn 54805 plus weekly. Industrial
project-. Incentis es. Bonus offer,
work at home. Rush stamped self _
addressed ens elope to United Ser—
vice of Arnenca 24307 Magic Mtn. 
Pintway Suite 306 Valencia. Ca
91355
I DUCATION JOBS FALL
1988
-Local & National. Place-
ment, Service Teachers/Admin.
all subject areas. CONTACT:1.E.
Mack, Education Job Search, Box
223. Georgetown, MA 0183346171
352-8473.
THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU, IN
A SUMMER CAMP
The American Camping Associa-
tion (NY) will make your applica:
non avail, to over 300 camps in the
Northeast. Exciting opportunities
for college students and profes-
sionals Positions as all: all land
and water sports, arts & crafts.
drama, music, dance, tripping,
nature. RN's, M.D.'s. Aides,
kitchen, maintenance. COLLEGE
CREDIT AVAILABLE. CALL
OR__ WRITE- - FOR.---APPLACA-
T10114. AMERICAN CAMPING
ASSOCIATION, 03 W. 21 St.,
Dept. (ME), New York, N.Y.
10010. 1-800-777-CAMP.
House cleaning. Flexible hours.
References. 945-0895.
REWARD
To ansone who returns my light
blue bookbag and books to Hart
Hall receptionist no questions
asked'
(API COD CAMP
Cot %s1;;LORS.
The Cape Cod Association of
Children's Camps is represented
by 20 resident and day-camps, all
offering rewarding summer
employment opportunities to male
and female applicants. For in-
dividual camp information and
brochure call (617) 428-2577 or
write: CCACC. Camp Burgess.
Stowe Rd., Sandwich, MA, 563
P'NUTS FOOD COOP is now
open for shopping on Thursdas.
4-7 p.m, A wide variety of staples
and snack-foods are available. Ben
& Jerry's ice cream-11.50. Pro-
duce includes potatoes, onions,
and carrots. The store is in the
basement of the East end of Cad
bourne Hall.
Help wanted Bass Harbor Marine
located on Mt Dessert Island Me.
seeks experienced sailors with
knowledge of yachts systems to
commission sail boats and assist
with the operation of a bareboat
charter fleet. Also looking for
boat cleaners for the summer.
Contact Judi or Eric at Bass Har-
bor-Minisi 144-5066.
1 work study student needed.
Child study center, MAT morn-
ings, teaching with light
housekeeping Call Barb 891-3272.
Classifieds are 50' per line. they
are published on Tues. & I
and are due Mon. & Ned. before
noun
• 'Int e.-31:11 ett..”...vra iift...se->ri ar•
" 
VALENTINE'S DAY t' ALPHA PHI RUSH
Order Early!!
Orono Floral Boutique Join the sisters of Alpha Phi and the
38 Maine St.- 866-3557 brothers of SAE for dinner...?
across from 7-11 S
Open ALL DAY February 14th ?
Will be set up at the Student Union
ThUrsday, and- Friday -
*eie"--arweiesc-bc-Antearlc-Avittix---wruciesc-ecAottria-er-Aei
Feb. 11 al 4:45 p.m.
Mectia_room_lt Basement of-Bane
Hall
•
•
••••
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Downhill racers gear up for Winter Olympics
-(ALGARY, Alberta tAP) -
Downhill racers and temperatures
*armed up Wednesday for the 1988
Winter Olympics. which are just three
days away. It might take longer than
that for the downhillers to *arm up to
tfieir new course. ---
After his training Tun Wednesday,
Peter Mueller of Switzerland. who won
a downhill here last winter. before the
first 200 yards of the coursevere chang-
ed, called it more like a giant slalom.
Even Canadian Rob Boyd. a local
favorite, criticized the course. He said
- but temperatures already had men to
thc 20s in the mountains.
And the Chinook. an Indian word
meaning snow eater, was headed east
toward Calgary. *here temperatures
reached-5 degrees bs midafternoon and
were expes.-ted to each freezing and stay
there until Saturday's opening
ceremonies.
Zurbriggen. the overall World ('up
leader, ohs iousb was serious about his
quest for a first Olympic medal, turn-
ing in a training time of 2 minutes, 264
seconds over the 3,44I-yard course,
'The top is too difficuh. It*i bump and technical. It' % sem
difficult at the top. but I enjo”Nl it. If« a good mums-. -
Pirntin Zurbriggen
designer Bernhard Russi. a former Swiss
downhill champion. redesigned the top
to make it more twisting, "pephably
besnuse he doesn't have to run it."
Pirmin Zurbriggen, the_top
downhiller in the world and a two-time•
World Cup champion, was about the
only racer who liked the course. He had
the fastest training run of the day, con-
firming his status as the favorite when
the men's downhill is run Sunda).
The first day of train's was conducted
in comfortable temperatures • in the
mid-20s. -A warm Chinook wind, a
meteorological quirk of these pans, had
been building up for a das. and when
it came roaring 01,Ci the Rockies from
the west, it warmed temperatures by as
much as 20 degrees overnight this year than last. partly because of the
Bs. midmorning, it was still about 10
below in town - the hoarfrost drifting
in the air like twinkling shards of glass
which drops 95$ yards down the face of
Mount Allan
The first 200 yards of tbc coutsc were
added for the Games, and this was the
first time they bad .blea raced over.
"The top is very difficult." Zur-
briggen said. -It's humpy and techr.ical.
... Its very difficult at the top, hut I en-
joyed it. It's a good course." _
Such a technical course would fit lur •
briggen's style It would not fit the sisk
of a bigger. stronger skier like !Mueller,
who was fifth in 2:04.23.
-The top I like, but it is too slow,"
he said "The gates are too much out of
the course. It is like a giant slalom I
prefer a true downhill."
Mueller said the course seemed slower
aevi top section and partly because of
the new mow that had [Men in the past
few days— 
%alms bast basaen Os Nakkiks
ski nests.
passe les iles_Assasissad Pres
most, dse et the Olympic *hie
****************************** ********************
*
* Army & Navy Sale4,4,
*
* Location: North and South Lown
* Room
*
-* Date: February. 8-12, Monday-Friday
* 9:00 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.
*
*
* Genuine U.S. & European Surplus:
*
* Wool, West German, British. U.S., British, French, Italian
* French Pants Wool Sweaters
* SIS ....,- I .•fill 8 t
4t 
----
4( U.S. Navy lioo-1 A:fiddys Heavy CO11011, 6-Pocket
4( A Peacoat.) Field Pants- if S.. Dutch.
* 5I0-30 West German
* S7-I5
* 
Full Length Raincoats d
* Trench Coats Down Feather tfumm.
4( 56-15 Sleeping Bagst0--I5 i
* 
520430
*
*
4c *4( Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats, Scarfs, *
* and *4( 
4( 1 Lots, Lots, Lots More! **
**********************4***************************
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